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ABSTRACT 
The spectral theorem for matrices is generalized to matrix polynomials over 
arbitrary fields. An associated theory of generalized interpolation with respect o a set 
of prime polynomials is developed, and Drazin inverses are used to identify the 
spectral components. These results are then used to state the spectral theorem for 
functions of real matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [l] the theory of Drazin inverses was used to express the 
spectral theorem for.matrices over a closed field in the form 
f(A) = i azE1f(j)(hk)(A - A,#[ I -(A - ?$)(A -&I)“], 
k=l j=o 
where q(X) = ni=,(h - Xk)“‘k is the minimal polynomial for A, and the 
Drazin inverse Md of a matrix M is defined as the unique solution to the 
following equations [2, p. 1691: 
Mk+ ‘x = Mk > XMX=X, and MX=XM. 0.2) 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize this formula to the case where the 
field 35s no longer algebraically closed and A may not have any eigenvalues 
in F. Our main workhorse will be the primary decomposition theorem as 
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proven in [3, p. 2201. As always, ranges and nullspaces will be given by R(a) 
and iV( .) respectively, and we shall denote the polynomials and n x n 
matrices over P-by .%- [ A] and Fn x n respectively. 
We shall first generalize the spectral theorem to polynomials over sand 
then consider briefly the problem of generalizing this to arbitrary functions 
over F. Let us begin by retracing the definition of f(A) for a complex matrix 
A. For a complex n X n matrix A with minimal polynomial 4 = lli= i(A - 
hk)“Q such that degree 1c/ = m, and polynomials f(X), g(h), it is well known 
that 
= f’j’(h,)=g’j)(h,), k=l,.,., s, j=O ,,.., m,--1. 
(1.3) 
This fact is used to define f(A) for any function f(h) : C + C for which the 
scalars f(j)(hk) are well defined [4, p. 961, by the relation 
f(A) = r(A)> 
where r(h) is any polynomial for which &)(X,) = f(j)(Xk). It is usual 
practice to take for r(A) the unique Hermite interpolation polynomial of 
degree < m. 
In order to extend this to arbitrary fields, we must get away from the 
differentiation operation and reinterpret this definition in a manner which is 
more suitable for generalization. For polynomials f(X) and g(X) we may 
reinterpret the conditions f’j’(hk) = g’jj(h,) by noting that if we expand 
f(A) and g(A) uniquely as 
f(x)=up+ap(X-A,)+ ... +uplyA-hJ-l 
+ (A - Mrnk%L(Q 
(1.4) 
g(h)=bSP)+b~‘(h-A,)+... +b~~~-‘)(A-h,)“k-l 
where R,&(h) and S,,,Jh) are suitable remainders, then 
f(A) = g(A) - f(j)( hk) = g(j)( hk) 
e ~ij’=bf;i’, k=l,..., s, j=O ,..., m,-I. 
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Conversely, what the existence of the Hermite Interpolation polynomial 
shows is that if we prescribe the coefficients ak (i), then there exists a unique 
polynomial r(A) of degree less than m, which has these prescribed coeffi- 
cients in its fundamental expansion (1.4). It now becomes clear that for the 
spectral theorem to work in the complex case, all we need is a unique way of 
generating m constants from a given function f(h), and that using differenti- 
ation on the one hand or using expansions on the other, are two ways of doing 
this. 
Let us now turn to the case of polynomials over a field and use an 
extension of (1.4) to generalize the spectral theorem. 
2. POLYNOMIALS OVER AN ARBITRARY FIELD 
Suppose 9 is an arbitrary field and that A E Fn,,. The key to the 
extension of (1.4) is the following simple result. 
LEMMA 1. Let p(h) be a nwnic polynomial of degree 1 over Ft. If f(A) is 
any polynomial over 9, then there exist unique polynomials r(j)(X) over 9, 
of degree less than 1, such that 
m - 1 
f(A)+ c ~‘q~>PQ)+~,(~), m = 1,2,... . (2.1) 
j=O 
The polynomial remainder R,(X) = p”( h)S,,,( h) is unique and will vanish for 
sufficiently large m. 
Proof. This follows after a repeated application of Euclid’s division 
algorithm. n 
When 9is a finite field, any function f: 9 -+ 9is a polynomial and so 
(2.1) is applicable in this case. By analogy with the complex case we may use 
the formal notation 
i ajf 
j? sy p=() I I = r(j)(X). 
We can now extend the result of (1.3) to 
LEMMAS. IfAES$,, has a minimal polynomial q(X) = fli+~~(h)~~ 
with degree pk(h) = I,, and if f(h) = E~=,r,i(A)p~(h), g(h) = 
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~~=oS~“(~)P~(h), whre rj(h) and @j(h) are of degree less than 1, then 
f(A)= g(A) * r/(A)= s$(^), k = I,..., s, j = o ,.,., mk - 1. 
Proof. 
f(A)=g(A) w +lf-g 
@ p;kl C [rkj)(h)-s~j)(X)lp~(X). (2.2) 
j-0 
Since the right hand side is the unique expansion of f - g in powers of 
pk(h),itfollowsthat rij)(h)=s:J’)(X)forall k=l,...,s, j=O,...,mk-1. n 
For any function f(X) for which (2.1) holds with unique remainders 
Q)(h), k = 1 )..., s, j=o )...) mk - 1, we call the rij)(h) the spectrum of 
remainders of f(h) with respect to A. Hence Lemma 2 shows that for two 
polynomials f(X) and g(h), f(A) = g(A) if and only if f and g agree on their 
spectra of remainders with respect to A. For an arbitrary function f: 9 -+ F 
for which the fundamental expansion (2.1) holds with unique remainder, we 
may define f(A) = r(A), for any polynomial r(X), which agrees with f on its 
spectrum of remainders with respect to A. We shall see shortly that such r(h) 
indeed exist. Thus the question of generalizing the spectral theorem beyond 
polynomials hinges on the question: Under which conditions on f(X), r(j)(A), 
R,(A), and 9is the fundamental expansion (2.1) valid? Since the answer is 
affirmative for polynomial functions, let us first complete our discussion of the 
polynomial case. 
We are now ready to state our main theorem. 
3. THE SPECTRAL THEOREM FOR POLYNOMIALS 
THEOREM 1. Zf AE~$~,, has minimal polynomial I,LJ = FI;;=,pk(X)n’k 
with pk(h) manic, prime, and of degree lk, and f(A) is any polynomial over 
F, then 
xA’p:(A)[Z- Pk(A)Pk(A)“]> (3.1) 
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where 
nil. - 1 
f(h) = c rk’i’(h)P~(h)+P~k(A)S,,k(X), k=l,...,s, 
j=O 
and 
i ajf 
-[-I 
1, -1 
j! api p=o= 
Q)(h) = C @Ai, j=o ,*.., m,-1. 
i=O 
(3.2) 
Proof. Let 4 = prk(h)qk(X), and suppose that V = CB L= rW,, W, = 
N(p;k(A)), is the primary decomposition for the vector space V = 9” [3, p. 
2201 with 
1= 2 g,(Q+UA) and h,(A) = g,(X)&(X). (3.3) 
k=l 
The polynomials gk( A) are well known to appear in the formal partial fraction 
expansion 
$=k$r$, 
and will be unique if we require that deg gk < deg p;‘” = deg gcd{ 1c/ j } j + k. 
The key to the primary decomposition is the fact that the matrices E, = hk( A) 
form a supplementary set of pair-wise orthogonal idempotents associated with 
the decomposition V = @ i= rWk [5, p. 601, that is, 
k E, = I, 
k=l 
(3.4i) 
EiEj = 0, i# j, (3.4ii) 
R(E,)=W,=N(p;k(A)). (3.4iii) 
Moreover, it is easily seen, on using restrictions or using the results of [6], that 
pk(A) is of index mk and that 
E, = I- P,(A) Pk(A)d. (3.4iv) 
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If we define Z[ = Pi(A)E,/j!, then Zk = Pk(A)E, is the nilpotent part of 
P,(A) [2, p. 1761 of index mk, and we have, as in the case of a closed field, 
that 
k=l 
Z7Z/ _ 6 + j )! z? ja 
i!j! kl, 
06i+jimk-l. (3.5) 
We shall now show that { A”Z~}~=,,~L~ lyf~;i form a basis for the algebra 
{ I, A, A2,. . . }, f rom which the expansion (3.1) will easily follow. Suppose that 
c cijkAiP;(A),E, = 0; 
i,j,k 
then premultiplication by E,, I f k, shows that 
xcijkAipi(A)Ek = 0, k = l,..,, S. 
ij 
i%O, SiINY.2 pFk(A)Ek = 0 # p, mk- ‘(A)Ek, there exists a nonzero column xk in 
E, such that its minimal polynomial with respect to A is Pact. Hence 
XijcijkAkp&A)xk = 0, which implies that cijk = 0, since otherwise xk would 
have an annihilating polynomial of degree less than lkmk [7]. Au that remains 
is to find the coefficients in the expansion (3.1). 
Suppose f(X) can be expanded as 
f(X)= c ?p(A)p$4)+ PIC+qS&+ k=l,...,s. 
j=O 
Then f(A)= ci=,f(A)E, = C”= C?J;%fj)(A)p/(A)Ek + 
Xislp$Q(A)E,SmJA), in which the last tirm vlnishes, since 1c/ divides prkhk. 
Thus f(A) = ckFlc~~<‘r,(j’(A)Z~, which yields the desired formula on sub- 
stituting for the remainders from (3.2). n 
It should perhaps be remarked here that if the Jacobson canonical form 
Am of A is known, then the computation of f(A) reduces to the computation 
of f(L(p)), where L = L(p) is the lower companion matrix [4, p. 1491 
associated with the prime elementary divisor p(A). Suppose for simplicity that 
Am is made up of one hypercompanion block H[ pk(h)] = I,@ L( p)+ &@N, 
where .Ik=[&+i .] and N=Ell, Z=degp(h). If f(h)=C”,f;X” is any poly- 
nomialof degree ess than Zinh, thenf(A)=CyzO$Hi[pk(X)], whichmaybe Y 
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calculated using the result of [7], 
H’[ pk(A)] = ZrpL’ + @3Mi, O<i<l, 
where M, =(N+ L)‘- L’. 
Hence 
j-(H[pk(h)])=zk@ f jyd’+.p 5 fy[(N+L)‘-L’] 
i=O i-0 
= w!f(L(P))s- Jk@ MLb - l))-fv4P))l~ 
since N + L(p) = L( p - 1). We may now use (3.1) with k = 1 = mk to 
late f(Up(X))) and ~(UP - 1)). 
calcu- 
We shah now take up the question of the existence and construction of the 
polynomials r(X) which have prescribed remainders in their fundamental 
expansion (2.1). They will then be used to investigate further generalization of 
the main theorem. 
4. GENERALIZED INTERPOLATION 
Let 9be an arbitrary field, and suppose that we are given s manic prime 
polynomials pk( h) with degree I,, k = 1,. . . ,s. 
PROPOSITION 1. There exist unique polynomials hi(X) of degree less than 
m = CiCll, such that 
pkIhj_ajk, k,j=1,2 ,... s. (4.1) 
Proof. Since the polynomials $k(X)= ni+,pi(A) are relatively prime, 
there exist unique polynomials g,(h) of degree less than I, such that 
Ci=,gk(h)$k(h) = 1. It is then clear that h, = g,$,, k = 1,. . .s, is a solution 
set. To show uniqueness we observe that p, I hi for i # k, so that hk(X) = 
fk(h)Gk(X) for some fk(h). We may without loss of generality assume that 
deg fk < 1,. For otherwise write fk(h) = pk(h)qk(h)+ rk(h) with deg r, < I, 
and note that p, I fkt,bk - 1 * p, I rk$k - 1. Now p, also divides (fkqk -l)- 
(gkGk - 1) = (fk - gk)Gk, which forces fk = gk, as gcd(p,, #k) = 1, establish- 
ing uniqueness. n 
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In terms of the fundamental expansion (2.1) we see that h,(A) admits the 
representation 
h&V = 
1 + ril)pk + ri”p; + . . . , 1 = k 
0 + r,‘l’p, + q@)pY + . . . ) l+k: 
(4.2) 
that is, the effect of (4.1) is really to prescribe the first remainders r/‘)(A) = &, 
while keeping deg h, -C m. This of course generalizes Lagrange interpolation. 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf { hk( A)};= I are the interpolation polynomials given in 
(4. l), then { Aih,(A)}~=,,‘2”=k,1 form a basis for the vector space 
(1, A,..., A” - ‘) of polynomials of degree less than m = CT, lli over g. 
Proof. Suppose that Xi, ,af ‘A”h,(h) = 0; then on multiplying through by 
h,(A) we have 
xaf)Xih;(X) = - c a:“Whjh,. 
i i 
jzk 
Now p, divides the right hand side, and so pk divides the left hand side, 
which we call fk(h)hi(x). Hence fkhi = s(A)pk(h) for some s(x). If we set 
d(h)= gcd(f,, hk), then either d(h)= 1 or d(X)+ 1. The former cannot 
hold, since pk I fk or pk I hi, which is impossible if pk( A) is a prime polynomial 
over 6. 
Suppose therefore that d(A)# 1, and that fk(h)= d(h)q,(X) with 
deg 9,(A) < deg fk(x) < 1,. Since p is prime, we see that d I s- p 3 d I s, say 
s(A)= d(A)t(h). Substituting shows that d(X)t(A)p,(A)= q,(h)d(h)hz(h) 
and consequently p!, I qk hi, where gcd(q,, h2,) = 1. Hence pk I qk and so 
qk(h)=O,thatis,~t)=O, k=l,... s,i=O ,..., Zk-1,asdesired. 
If f(h) is any polynomial of degree less than m, then we may expand 
s k1 
f(A)= c c a@‘h,(X)= i Q(A)h,(h), deg r, < I,. (4.3) 
k=l i=O k=l 
The coefficient polynomials rk( A) may exactly be identified as the remainders 
of f(A) after division by pk(h). Indeed, pk divides f - rkh, = cj, krjhj and 
h, = 1 - p,$k for some Sk(x). 
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Thus pk If - rk + PkSkrkt implying that pk I f - rk. Because deg rk < Ik 
and by the uniqueness of (2.1) the conclusion follows. Hence 
f(A)= c p(h)pp(+ c r$‘)(A)hk(h), 
j=O k=l 
with deg rd < 1,. Conversely, if we prescribe remainders rk(x) of degree less 
than I,, then there exists a unique polynomial which has exactly these 
remainders on division by pk( h), namely cl= rrk(X)hk( A). N 
(4.4) 
We may use these “Fourier” expansions to construct the change of basis 
matrix Vwhen we change from {l,X,...,A”-‘} to {x’h,(h)}. The matrix V 
will be a generalized Van der Monde matrix. In fact, if we order the pi(X) so 
that 1,~ 1, G . . * 6 l,, and use the fact that 
X =X +o*pk(h) for t < 1, 
kx=-(p,k+&i+ “’ +&,h”ml)+l’p,(ii) 
lk - 1 
A”+l= C ~i(Pl-,Pi-Pi-l)+(A-Pl-,)P(X), 
0 
x = ?-k(t)(X)+qft)(X)pk(X) for t >I,, 
where the coefficients in rif)(h) are polynomials in the pi, then [l, A, X2,. . . ] 
= [hi, Ah, ,..., A’1-‘hi ,.,., A’*-‘h,]V, with 
Let us now turn to the more general case in which we want to prescribe 
not just the first remainder after division by pk(X), but also higher re- 
mainders. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let { pk( A)} be s manic prime polynomials over field F, 
of degree I,, and let mk be given integers, k = 1,2,. . . , s. There exist unique 
spiked interpolation polynomials &(A) of degree less than m = Ci,llkmk 
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such that 
k,Z=1,2 ,... s, i,j=O ,..a, m,-1. (4.6) 
That is, @i(h) has the fundumental expansion 
+jj(V = 
o+op,+ ..a +1.p!+ ... +Op;k-‘+p;Q)s(h), Z=k, 
o+o + ... t-0 +p?‘(h)t(A), Z#k, 
Proof. Because the polynomials qk(h) = LIi + kpi(h)ml are coprime to pi, 
j=l ,***> mk, there exist unique polynomials tfj)(A) and @(A) with deg tij) 
c deg pj, deg sij) < deg Gk, such that 
i=t~j)(X)~k(A)+s~j)(X)p~(h), ,...,mk. j=l (4.8) 
We now claim that 
(pl(h)=P~(X)~k(h)t~mk-j)(h)=p~(h)-p~k(A)~~mk-j)(h), (4.9) 
k=l theform,s, j=O,...,mk - 1, is the desired set of polynomials. Indeed, +l has 
&(A) = 
i 
P#)- P;~(+(A), I = k, 
Prn'GwV~ Zzk, 
(4.10) 
and has degree less than deg rc/k + deg prk = m. To show uniqueness we 
observe that any polynomial of degree less than m that satisfies (4.7) must be 
of the form f(h)Jl,(h)= pi(A)- pTk(X)s(A) for some f(A), s(A) with deg f 
< deg p’8J” and deg s < deg $J~. Thus f(A) = pl(A)t(X), and 1 = t(X)qk(h)+ 
p;k- j(h)s(A), where deg t < deg pmk-j and deg s -C deg qk. However, by 
the uniqueness of the expansion (4.8) we see that t(A) = tf”‘, -j) and s(h) = 
s$“Q - j), which in turn shows that (4.9) is the only such polynomial possible. n 
PROPOSITION 4. Zf $#(A) are the interpolation polynomials as given in 
Proposition3, then {A”+i}, k=l,..., s, j=O ,..., m,-l,i=O ,... I,-1, form 
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a basis for the vector space (1, A, A2,. . . A”- ‘) of polynomials of degree 1.s~ 
than m over9. 
Proof. It suffices to show linear independence. Now 
c ffijkh’c#l~ = 0 0 
i,j,k k=l j=O 
CJ 2 rp)(A)P$i) = 0 
j=O 
for sufficiently large u. By the uniqueness of the expansion (2.1) all $‘(A) 
must vanish as required. W 
Thus any polynomial of degree less than m can be expanded uniquely in 
the form 
with deg rjj)( A) < I k’ 
k=l j=O 
Conversely, if we are given the remainders $‘(A), then we have 
PROPOSITION 5. Zf t-k(j)(X), k = 1,. . . ,s, j = 0,. . . ,mk - 1, are prescribed 
remainders of degree less than lk, then there exists a unique interpolation 
pal yrwmial 
(4.11) 
k=l j=O 
of degree c m, which has the prescribed mk remainders in its fundamental 
expansion 
m-1 
fch)= c rk(j’(h)p~(A)+p~~(h)Sk(X)’ 
j=O 
Proof. Substituting for $$ in (4.11), we see that f(h) has the desired 
fundamental expansion for each k = 1,. . . , s, thus establishing the existence of 
one such interpolation polynomial of degree less than m. If g(h) were another 
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such polynomial, then there would exist tk(h) such that 
f(x>-g(X)=P~k(X)[sk(A)-tk(X)l, k=l,...,s, 
Equating degrees now shows that f - g = 0 = u. W 
It is important to note that just as in the case of a closed field, the spiked 
interpolation polynomials are closely related to the polynomials used in the 
spectral theorem (3.1). In fact if we define @i(h) = p[(X)gk(X)$,(A), then by 
(3.3), 1 = g,$, + pTk9 for some 9(h), which shows that Gk = gk#i + 
9(X)+(X). Moreover, from (4.8) we see that pl = t:mk-J)pij$k + simmk-j)pTk, 
which when substituted in e,j yields 
= pktk, i (*k - i)+, - p.it$mk ~ OS+ + S&mk - jjgk+ 
= +i + J, { siv ~ Ogk - Pitimt - ilq } . 
Thus +i is again the remainder of 9/ after division by q(h), and consequently 
2: = e/(A) = c#$( A). 
5. FUNCTIONS OF A 
As mentioned earlier, the problem of defining f(A) in general reduces to 
the function theoretical question: For which functions f: 9 + Fand under 
which conditions on the remainder R,(h) is the fundamental expansion (2.1) 
valid? It clearly suffices to answer the same question for the division algorithm 
f(A) = Pvd9@)+ w. (5.1) 
That is, under which conditions on f may we divide a polynomial of degree 1 
into f and get a unique remainder r(X) of degree less than 1 and a unique 
dividend q(h) which, if possible, has similar properties to those of f(h)? This 
problem is even in the complex case not a trivial one, since r(X) and 9(X) 
may not be unique unless one imposes suitable restrictions on both. For 
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example, if f(X) is holomorphic and p(h)= p, + p,h + . . . + A’, p = 
k+PP,Y.JkK and p, # 0, then p(h) - ’ is holomorphic for sufficiently 
small h in @’ and any decomposition of the form f(X) = p(X)q(X)+ r(A), 
with q(X) holomorphic near 0, yields a second decomposition f(A) = 
p(h)[q(h)+l/p(X)]+[r(h)-11. In the latter case, however, the function 
q(h)+ p(A) ~ ’ is clearly not holomorphic in the pi variables. If one adds the 
further condition that CJ( h, p) and r( h, p) are jointly holomorphic in h and the 
pi variables near 0 in C X Q= ‘, then the Weierstrass division theorem [8; 9, pp. 
91-921 states that (5.1) is valid with unique q(A,p) and r(h,p) = Cf:Arj(p)Al 
where each rj@) is holomorphic near 0 in Cr. Moreover 
rj(P)=&_/ p,(A) 
f(A)sj(h*P) dh 
’ 
Y 
(5.2) 
where p(h)- p(p)= (h - ~)Cjcosj(X,p)~j, and y is any contour avoiding 
the zeros of p(X) for p near 0 in C I. If 1, = 1, it is easily seen that the 
existence of an expansion of the type 
m,-1 
f(h)= 1 &)(bA,)j+R(h), W( hk) = 0, 
j=O 
k=l,... s, j=o )... m,-1, (5.3) 
with unique coefficients aij), is exactly equivalent to the assumption that 
f( j)( hk) is well defined for all k and j, which is the reason why no difficulties 
occur in this case. This even holds for algebraic functions. For example, if 
index(A) = 2 and f(X) = A312, then the expansion 
x3’2 = b, + b,h + Pq(X), q(O), q’(0) well defined, 
will have unique coefficients b, = b, = 0, since f(0) and f’(0) are both well 
defined at 0. Indeed, 
q(h)= (!jq2 if h=O, 
if XZO. 
In the case of a real field, the expansion (5.1) is in general not unique and 
may even fail when f, q, and r are all smooth Cm functions [9, p. 951. For real 
or complex power series in h one may execute the division process f(h) = 
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p(A)q(A,p)+ r(h,p) by inverting an infinite triangular system. This will yield 
the desired unique dividend q( A, p) and remainder r( A, p). Indeed, equating 
powers of A in the identity 
yields 
q=T-‘h > r= [Zl,-PT-l]f, (5.4) 
where q’ = [qo, ql,.. .I, rT = [ro, ri,. . .,~l-ll, fT = [fo, fi3..*l$ hT = 
[fi~h+l~...l~ and 
Pl Pz-1 *** PO 
0 PI Pl-1 *-* PO 0 
T= . . 
0 . pl p,-1 .A PO 
=z+u. 
* . 
The existence of a convergent power series Caio...i,p$~ . . pf’:iA” for 9(h,p) 
shows [ 10, p. 1421 that we are indeed allowed to write q(X,p) in the form 
ZT9i(p)xi for (h,p) near 0 in CXC’, where each qi(p) has a convergent 
power series near 0 in C ‘. Hence q = (I - U + U 2 - * . . )h yields 
9j(p) = fi+j -eyUh+$U2h- . . . , j=O,l ,.**, 
=fi+j-(Pl-lf,+j+l+Pl&2fi+j+Z+ “. +POfil+j)+“‘* (5.5) 
If we expand a(h,p) = (1+ p,_ ,A + . . * + p,A’)-’ = Crc~(p)k, in a conver- 
gent power series, where each ai has a convergent power series for p near 
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0 in C’, then 
and so by (5.4) q = T -‘h shows that for p near 0 in C’ we have 
(5.6) 
which is just a rearrangement of (5.5). 
6. EXAMPLES 
Suppose 3 = R, qA(X) = A2 - bX - a, and f(h)= Crfi‘X converges in a 
sufficiently large disk. Then f(h)= (A’ - bh - a)q(h)+(r,, + rlX), so that 
or 
Now (l- bhpl - uAp2)-’ = E~aihp i, for suitable h depending on the roots 
of $,, where (Ye = 1, aI = b, and 
a” = 
b -1 
a b -1 
a . . 
. . 
. . 
0 
= bci,_l +ua,_2, n >, 2. 
-1 
U b 
(6.2) 
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From this the coefficients a,, can be calculated recursively. (The point here is 
of course to avoid factoring J/ into possible complex roots.) Hence 
rO=fu+nEakfi+i 
0 
= fo+a[f2+bf3+(b2+.)fg+((b3+2ab)f5+ .*.I, (6.3) 
T1=fi + hftaifi+i + uEai.G+i, 
0 0 
and f(A) = r,Z + r,A. 
We remark that because of the simple recurrence relation for the (Ye, the 
calculation of r0 and ri from these series is actually easier than it would be to 
calculate f(h) at one of the possible complex roots of I/J, from its series 
representation. As a special case consider 
A= ’ ’ 
[ 1 -1 0 with #=A2+l=pi(A), 
and let f(h)=e’. Then (1+AP2)-1=1-X-2+X-4+ . . ..Ihl>l. and 
hence 
r1=fi-(f3-&+f7- ... )=sinl=&[&d”, 
Y 
so that e* = (cos l)Z + (sin l)A, which is exactly what would have been 
obtained on using the spectral theorem over C. 
One last point is noteworthy here, namely that the Weierstrass division 
theorem could be used directly to calculate f(A). In fact if f(h) = $(X)q(h) 
+ r(A), where deg r < deg $, then f(A) = r(A), where 
1 
J 
f(x)si(x) dh 
r,=2ni y l//(A) ’ 
i=O ,...,m -1; 
y is a contour enclosing all the eigenvalues of A, and the s,(h) are the 
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well-known polynomials obtained from the difference quotient method [4] p. 
901: #(A)- J/(p)= (A - p)C;;-%,(A)$. 
The author wishes to thank Dr. L. Carl& and Dr. J. Franke for several 
stimulating and informative discussions. 
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